SANIBEL-CAPTIVA
J. N. DING DARLING WILDLIFE REFUGE

This is one of the best locations in Florida to view and photograph a wide variety of wildlife. The best times to visit Sanibel and Southwest Florida is December through March. This area is ideal at this time because of the north-south migratory routes. This is a heavily visited area which enables photographers the ability to get very close to the birds. Hours for the refuge are 7:30 AM to 6:00 PM. Photography is good throughout the day for a wide variety of wildlife but your best opportunities will be early morning at low tide for feeding birds. You should be at the gate by 7:15 AM. The 5 mile drive through the refuge is open every day except Friday. The entrance fee is $4. per car per day. If you are going for more than 2 days a season pass is available for $10. at the visitor center. When driving through the refuge look closely on the banks and mangroves of the canal for wildlife. If you stay in the car and drive through you will miss you’re best chance to photograph Yellow-crowned night herons feeding on crabs etc. There are no restrictions about getting out of your car to take pictures. Phone no. 813-472-2329

Equipment Requirements:
- 500MM is ideal
- 300MM with a 1.4 or 2x converter is good
- Wide angle lens for sunsets and scencics
- Film Provia F 100 or Ektachrome VS 100 are my choice
- Tripod is a must
- Sun tan lotion
- Insect repelant better safe than sorry

BAILEY TRACT

Part of Ding Darling refuge and is located a short distance away on Tarpon bay road. It has a parking area and you walk on the trails along a number of ponds and waterways. Wading birds are often found feeding in these ponds. Long lenses will be necessary.
LIGHTHOUSE PARK
Located at the south end of Sanibel is a great place for photographing beach birds. Plovers, Willets and other small birds can be seen at all times and are very tame. The fishing bridge attracts egrets, herons, and pelicans. These birds are so close you can almost touch them. This is one of the best places for portraits. Lenses in the 300mm range are good for the beach and an 80-200 zoom will work well on the pier.

CORKSCREW SWAMP SANCTUARY
Owned and operated by the National Audubon Society. It has a 2 ¼ mile boardwalk that loops through the largest bald cypress trees in the state. Some of these trees are over 500 years old and harbors, when water levels are right, the largest wood stock rookery in the nation. A good deal of the walkway is in water and you could see a good variety of reptiles and wading birds. Lenses should include at least a 300mm lens and a macro lens for tree frogs. To reach the sanctuary from Sanibel take I75 S to exit 17 (not Corkscrew Rd) and go east Rt 846 to entrance sign. This is a must stop for photography. Phone No. 941-657-3771

SIX MILE CYPRESS SLOUGH PRESERVE
This is a 1.2 mile boardwalk that passes over a wetland system that has blinds and observation platforms to view a variety of wading birds and reptiles. Wooded areas support pileated woodpeckers. Long lenses are necessary 300 and up.

VENICE ROOKERY
This is a small but excellent rookery located in south Venice just behind police headquarters on route 41. From route 75 take exit 35 Jacaranda Blvd. To Rt. 41 make a right turn and get in the fast lane police headquarters is your first left. You will typically see nesting great blue herons, black capped night herons, cattle egret, snowy egrets, and anhingas nesting on a small island 30 yards from the ponds edge. Bald Eagles frequently will circle the pond looking for fish. Here is a great spot to photograph birds with twigs flying to the nests.

CARL JOHNSON REGIONAL PARK
This county park is located in two ecosystems: a mangrove estuary and a sandy barrier island. Once at the
PARK YOU CAN TAKE A TRAM TO THE BEACH OR WALK THE HALF-MILE BOARDWALK. ALONG THE WAY IS AN OSPREY NEST. WHEN AT THE BEACH YOU CAN PHOTOGRAPH WADING BIRDS, SEAGULLS, AND RACOONS. YOU WILL SEE RACOONS AROUND THE PICNIC TABLES. THEY COME OUT IN THE DAY BEGGINING FOR FOOD. THIS IS A VERY NICE BEACH TO SHELL AND RELAX. THE PARK IS LOCATED ON HIGHWAY 865 SOUTH OF FT MEYERS BEACH, DRIVE ACROSS THE CAUSEWAY OVER BIG CARLOS PASS TO PARK ON THE RIGHT.

**FT. MEYERS BEACH**

LOCATED BEHIND THE HOLIDAY INN AT FT. MEYERS BEACH ON ESTERO BLVD. IS A GREAT PLACE TO PHOTOGRAPH A WIDE VARIETY OF SHORE BIRDS. IT IS NECESSARY TO WADE ANGLE DEEP THROUGH THE LAGOON SO BE PREPARED TO WEAR WADING SHOES, OLD SNEAKERS ETC. TIMING THE TIDE WITH THE SUNRISE WILL ENHANCE YOUR OPPORTUNITY FOR SPECTACULAR PHOTOGRAPHY. A TRIPOD WITH A 500MM LENS OR EQUIVALENT WOULD BE IDEAL. TRY TO STAY LOW TO THE GROUND AT EYE LEVEL TO THE BIRDS. THE FOLKS AT THE HOLIDAY INN DON’T SEEM TO MIND YOU PARKING IN THEIR LOT AND WALKING BEHIND THE HOTEL. I PARK AS FAR FROM THE FACILITY AS POSSIBLE NOT TO ANNOY ANYONE. DON’T RUIN A GOOD THING.

**ST. AUGUSTINE ALLIGATOR FARM**

THIS IS WITHOUT A DOUBT ONE OF THE BEST PLACES IN THE COUNTRY TO PHOTOGRAPH NESTING BIRDS. THE BEST TIME TO VISIT IS MID MAY. GREAT EGRETS, SHOWY EGRETS, TRI COLOR HERONS AND CATTLE EGRETS ARE NESTING AS CLOSE AS A FOOT FROM THE BOARDWALK THAT WINDS THROUGH THE SWAMP AREA OF THE ZOO. YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO SEE IBIS, SPOONBILLS AND OTHER BIRDS THAT ROOST IN THE AFTERNOON. THE ZOO HAS WELL OVER 1000 ALLIGATORS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD AND IS A BEAUTIFUL PLACE TO VISIT. THE ZOO OPENS AT 9AM BUT IF YOU HAVE THE ANNUAL PASS THEY WILL LET YOU IN AT 8AM AT THE RED DOOR BY THE PARKING LOT. BE READY AND BE EARLY. YOU WON’T BE ALONE. IN THE EVENING THEY MIGHT LET YOU STAY AFTER CLOSING TO ALLOW YOU TO ENJOY A WARMER LIGHT. JUST ASK ONE OF THE RANGERS IF ANYONE WILL STAY PAST CLOSING. THEY ENCOURAGE PHOTOGRAPHERS TO COME TO THEIR FACILITY AND EVEN HAVE AN ANNUAL PHOTO CONTEST. THE ZOO IS LOCATED ON A1A/ANASTASIA BLVD. PHONE #904-824-3337 OR VISIT THEIR WEB SITE WWW.ALLIGATORFARM.COM